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NASA grant NAG 5-2898, at the University of Chicago, provided support for a program of the-
oretical research into the nature of the thermonuclear outbursts of the classical novae and their
implications for gamma ray astronomy. In particular, problems which have been addressed include
the role of convection in the earliest stages of nova runaway, the influence of opacity on the char-
acteristics of novae, and the nucleosynthesis expected to accompany nova outbursts on massive
oxygen-neon-magnesium (ONeMg) white dwarfs. In the following report, I will identify several
critical projects on which considerable progress has been achieved and provide brief summaries of
the results obtained.
1. Two-dimensional simulations of nova runaways
A critical and yet unresolved aspect of the nova problem is that concerning the early evolution
of the convective nuclear burning region in response to thermonuclear ignition and runaway. The
detailed behavior during this phase substantially determines a number of critical observable features
of novae that can be utilized to guide, to constrain, and/or the confirm our model simulations.
The relevant, impacted behaviors with observational consequences include: (1) the early evolution
of the light curves of fast novae (the "super-Eddington" phase (Truran 1982); (2) the mixing of
white dwarf core material into the envelope (which mixing determines both the overall composition
of the ejecta and the violence of the runaway); and (3) nucleosynthesis in novae (which includes
questions concerning the elemental composition of the ejecta, the possibility of observing nuclear
decay gamma rays from novae, and the contributions of novae to isotopic anomalies observed
in 'stardust.' Notwithstanding the fact that the close binary nature of nova systems and the
implied asymmetry of the accretion flows make clear that this is intrinsically a multi-dimensional
problem, virtually all hydrodynamic studies of the nova problem to date have been carried out in
one dimension. Recently, two independent studies of the early evolution of the runaway (Glasner,
Livne, & Truran 1997; Kercek, Hillebrandt, &: Truran 1997) have been undertaken, which provide
interesting clues to the nature of the nova event and important implications for observations of
novae in outburst.
2. Nucleosynthesis tests of nova modeling
The nova outburst is a consequence of the accretion of hydrogen rich material onto a white dwarf
(WD) in a close binary system. The strong degeneracy of the massive WD prevents the expansion
of the gas and drives the temperatures in the nuclear burning region to values exceeding 10SK under
all circumstances. As a result, a major fraction of the CNO nuclei in the envelope are transformed
into j3-decay nuclei. The energy released from the decay of these nuclei assists in the ejection of
more than 10-_M® of gas at high velocities. Studies of this phenomenon have shown that the TNR
produces large concentrations of the short lived positron unstable isotopes of the CNO nuclei: 13N
(Tzl2 = 9.97 m), 140 (_h/2 = 7 s), 150 (TI/2 = 122s), 17F (T1/2 = 64.5 s), and 18F (TZl2 = 109.8
m) which are transported to the surface by convection where we expect significant numbers of
radioactive decays to occur. The resulting 7-ray emission may be detectable from nearby novae
early in their outbursts. The TNR also is expected to produce substantial amounts of ZBe (Tt/2
= 53 d) and 22Na (T1/2 =2.6 y) which are ejected into space by the explosion. Their decays also
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yield potentially detectablelevelsof T-rayemissionfor relativelynearbynovae.Nevertheless,no
detectionsof these_/-raysourceshaveoccurredfor anyof the novaediscoveredin outburstduring
the lifetime of ComptonGRO. Sinceweare alsointerestedin the role playedby novaein the
productionof the _ 3M®of 2_Al(T1/2----7.4× 105y) foundin thegalaxy,wehaveperformednew
calculationsof TNR'sonwhitedwarfswithanupdatednuclearreactionnetworkandopacities.Our
resultsshowthat asmalleramountof 26A1isproducedandthe abundancesof 31pand32Sincrease
by factorsof morethan two. A major fractionof novaein outburstareobservedto form dust in
the ejectedmatter. Wereviewthe infrared(IR) observationswhichrevealthe onsetand evolution
of this dust formationphase.Wediscussthe characteristicsof novadustand showthat it maybe
themostinterestingdustproducedby anyastrophysicalobject. IR observationshow,in addition,
that novaeappearcapableof condensingdust of virtually everyknownchemicaland mineral
composition.Wearguethat the classof ONeMgNovaemayformdust grainsthat carry the Ne-E
and26Mganomalies.Wealsoreporton theresultsof newcalculationsof thermonuclearunaways
onboth carbon-oxygenandoxygen-neon-magnesiumwhitedwarfsusingour one-dimensional,fully
implicit, hydrodynamicstellar evolutioncodethat includesa largenuclearreactionnetwork. We
haveupdatedboth the nuclearreactionnetworkandthe nuclearreactionrates.Our resultsshow
that the changesin the reactionratesandopacitiesproducequantitativechangeswith respectto
our earlierstudies.The causesare (1) that thenewopacitiesare largerthan thosewepreviously
used,whichresultsin lessmassbeingaccretedonto the white dwarf, and (2) that the proton-
capturereactionratesfor someof the intermediatemassnucleinear 26A1haveincreasedsothat
the evolutionto highermassnucleiis enhanced.
3. A quasi-analyticstudyof nucleosynthesisn ONeMgnovae
Wanajo,Nomoto,Hashimoto,& Truran (1997)haveundertakena detailedinvestigationinto the
nucleosynthesisconsequencesofnovaexplosionsoccuringonONeMgwhitedwarfs.A quasi-analytic
studyon ONeMgnovaeis performedto examinenucleosynthesisoverwiderangesof white dwarf
andenvelopemasses.Thecomparisonofour resultswith recentobservationsenablesusto constrain
thosetwo parameters.About half of all observedONeMgnovaemayhaveattainedconsiderably
higherenvelopemassesuchas _ 10-4 M®, then obtained high burning temperatures _ 3-4 ×
l0 s K. Such novae may have produced significant amount of 22Na. Recent observations show
that _ 25 % of well-studied novae are classified to ONeMg novae, occurrences of outbursts with
underlying ONeMg white dwarfs. Such nova events are characterized by highly enhanced neon and
CNO/Ne-Fe _ 1, which comes from the outward mixing (dredge-up) of ONeMg-rich core material.
Novae occurring on massive ONeMg white dwarfs may be expected to achieve considerably high
temperatures during outburst, leading under some circumstances to the production of nuclei as
massive as sulfur. This behavior is strongly suggested, as well, by observations of the compositions
of nova ejecta. Our studies in progress will enable us to distinguish readily an ONeMg from a CO
white dwarf, and to estimate as well the mass of the underlying dwarf. ONeMg novae may be
important targets for the T-ray detection of 22Na by CGRO and INTEGRAL, as well as the sites
of origin of anomalies such as Ne-E, in certain primitive meteorites. The production of 22Na is
found, however, to be highly dependent on the burning temperature, the operation of convection
in the envelope, and the white dwarf and envelope masses.
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